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Abstract

The purpose of this study is to examine the association of deficits of executive function (EF) and neurodevelopmental disorders in preterm children and the potential of assessing EF in infants as means of early identification. EF refers to a collection of related but somewhat discrete abilities, the main ones being working memory, inhibition, and planning. There is a general consensus that EF governs goal-directed behavior that requires holding those plans or programs on-line until executed, inhibiting irrelevant action and planning a sequence of actions. EF plays an essential role in cognitive development and is vital to individual social and intellectual success. Most researchers believe in the coordination and integrate cognitive–perceptual processes in relation to time and space, thus regulating higher-order cognitive processes, such as problem solving, reasoning, logical and flexible thinking, and decision-making. The importance of the maturation of the frontal lobe, particularly the prefrontal cortex, to the development of EF in childhood has been emphasized. Therefore, any abnormal development in the prefrontal lobes of infants and children could be expected to result in significant deficits in cognitive functioning. As this is a late-maturing part of the brain, various neurodevelopmental disorders, such as autism spectrum disorders, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, language disorders, and schizophrenia, as well as acquired disorders of the right brain (and traumatic brain injury) impair EF, and the prefrontal cortex may be particularly susceptible to delayed development in these populations. The deficits of EF in infants are persistent into childhood and related to neurodevelopmental disorders in childhood and adolescence.
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Introduction

There is an increasing incidence of preterm delivery, and the survival rate of preterm newborns is rising because of the advanced assisted reproductive technology and the improvement of technology in obstetrics and in neonatology. The survival rate in preterm birth is increasing with progressive increasing gestational ages (1) because of the improvement of neonatal intensive care. The survival rate of infants born at 25–25 weeks of gestation was 88%–100% in 2010 (2) compared with 36%–47% in 1994 (3). In preterm newborns, prenatal, perinatal, and postnatal factors can give rise to adverse neurological outcomes through complex causal pathways (4). The main factors are brain injury (i.e., white matter damage, intraventricular hemorrhage, periventricular hemorrhage, and cortical and deep gray matter damage), and subsequent adverse clinical outcomes and increased incidence of disabilities increase with decreasing gestational age (5). As a significant proportion of brain growth, development, and networking occur approximately during the last 6 weeks of gestation (6), any injury or medical complications in the brain during this time can lead to adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes. The spectrum of neurodevelopmental disorders in preterm children is wide and is represented by cerebral palsy (CP), developmental coordination disorder, neurosensory impairment, including peripheral and/or central hearing and visual impairments, cognitive impairment, learning disabilities, and psychiatric disorders [i.e. attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, conduct problems, and emotional symptoms (7)]. These disorders have been found to be related to executive function (EF) deficits (4, 8).

EF refers to a collection of high-order cognitive abilities, the main ones being working memory, inhibition, planning, flexibility, and shift attention (9, 10). There is a general consensus that EF governs goal-directed behavior that requires holding those plans or programs on-line until executed, inhibiting irrelevant action, planning a sequence of actions, attention to distraction, being able to flexibly adjust to changed circumstances or new information (9). EF plays an essential role in cognitive development and is vital to the individual’s social and intellectual success. It is thought by most researchers to coordinate and integrate cognitive-perceptual processes in relation to time and space, thus regulating higher-order EFs, such as problem solving, reasoning, logical and flexible thinking, and decision-making.
The importance of the maturation of the frontal lobe, and in particular, the prefrontal cortex, to the development of EF in childhood has been emphasized by several researchers. Given the important role of EF in cognitive development, any abnormal development in the prefrontal lobes of infants and children could be expected to result in significant deficits in cognitive functioning (11, 12). As this is a late-maturing part of the brain, various neurodevelopmental disorders, such as autism spectrum disorders, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, developmental language disorders, and schizophrenia, as well as acquired disorders of the right brain (and traumatic brain injury) impair EF, and the prefrontal cortex may be particularly susceptible to delayed development in these populations. The current review aims the following:

1. Examine the relationship between preterm birth and the development of prefrontal cortex and EF deficits;
2. Describe EF deficits in infants that persist into childhood and are related to neurodevelopmental disorders in childhood;
3. Explore possible assessment approaches to infant EF through early identification of EF deficits.

The development of the prefrontal cortex in infants

Early birth has an influence on brain development and timing of neurobiological processes (13). These processes include neuronal migration and differentiation, axon and dendrite sprouting, synapse formation, myelination, programmed cell death, and the persistence of transient structures (i.e., the subplate). Compared with animals, the central nervous system of humans is late to reach full maturity when measured in terms of the number and volume of cells and the size and number of the dendritic spines of its neurons (14). Brain development begins early and advances quickly during the prenatal months, starting within the first month after conception, when the brain and spinal cord begin to take shape within the embryo. By the sixth prenatal month, nearly all of the billions of neurons (nerve cells) that populate the mature brain have been created, with new neurons generated at an average rate of more than 250,000 per min. Neuronal proliferation and migration are completed well before birth. The outgrowth of axons and dendrites, myelination, synapse formation, and production of neurotransmitters also begins before birth and continues during the first 2 years of life. Once formed, neurons quickly migrate to different parts of the brain and become differentiated to assume specialized roles, so that at birth, the majority of neurons are appropriately located within the immature brain. Neurons form connections (synapses) with other neurons, enabling them to communicate and store information. These synapses continue to form throughout childhood. Axon outgrowth is followed by myelination. Some tracts are myelinated very early (i.e., antenatally), such as the vestibular tracts and some of the motor tracts; others are myelinated much later (e.g., the optical nerves, the auditory system, the cerebellar tracts, and the prefrontal cortex).

The timetable for brain development varies by region and continues throughout life. Sensory regions, which govern sight, touch, hearing, and other sensations, undergo their most rapid growth early in life, whereas the brain areas, such as the prefrontal cortex, which guide higher forms of cognitive thinking and reasoning, continue to experience blooming and pruning of brain connections into early adolescence (14). The prefrontal cortex is one of the last regions of the central nervous system to undergo full myelination, and developmental changes originating from frontal lobe development are evident in several periods of life (14). The most active periods of development of the prefrontal cortex appear to be in the first 2 years of life, then between 7 and 9 years, and finally in adolescence.

The development of the frontal lobe in infants deserves particular mention because during this period, remarkable and rapid changes occur in both the neural physiology and the behavior of the human being. For the frontal cortex, the period of maximum synaptic excess appears to be in the second half of the first year (15), after which, there occurs a protracted period of decline in synaptic density through selective elimination of little used pathways. Studies of human brain activity using positron electron tomography (PET) documented developmental changes in rates of glucose metabolism (16). These changes are characterized by a rise in metabolism in the frontal region at approximately 6–8 months of age, followed by a prolonged period of decline in rates of metabolism, which parallels the decline in synaptic density (16). Thus, it seems that the significant and rapid changes related to anatomy and function of the frontal lobe occur in the second half of the first year after birth and continue more slowly after this early period.

There is ample evidence that EF also develops dramatically during the second half of the first year of life. For example, infants can hold information in mind for increasing periods and use this information to direct and regulate their responses. They begin to inhibit prepotent responses (17) and become planful, demonstrating the ability to carry out relatively complex sequences of novel behavior (17). Behaviors of this type have been shown in numerous studies to be related to various areas of the prefrontal cortex.

The relation between EF and the prefrontal cortex in human infants

Diamond and Doar (18) were the first to combine developmental psychology approaches with those of neuropsychology and comparative psychology to assess EF in both animal and human infants using the classic DR task and the AB task. The DR task procedure was originally used almost exclusively with animals. It requires the subject to watch the experimenter hide an attractive object in one of two identical wells. After a brief delay (the duration of which can be varied), the subject is allowed to search for the object. This sequence is repeated on subsequent trials with the hiding location changed randomly between the two wells.

The standard AB task was originally described by Piaget (19) to measure the changes in the concept of object permanence in human infants. In Piaget’s AB task, an infant sits before two identical hiding places, often referred to as...
occluders (e.g., two identical cloth covers or two identical lids) that are separated by a small distance. While the infant watches, a desired object is hidden in one location (A). After a delay, the infant is allowed to reach and search for the object. This hiding and search at location A is repeated. Then, while the infant watches, the object is hidden at the second location (B). After the delay, the infant is allowed to reach and search for the object. Infants frequently make the error of searching again at location A, committing what is known as the classic AB error. The AB task has undergone some minor modifications over time so that it allows the effects of time delay on search behavior in human infants to be examined (10). It has many similarities to the DR task but varies in terms of the rules governing when the hiding place is changed.

The performance on DR tasks is believed to be governed by the prefrontal cortex (20). Studies using the DR task with infant monkeys have shown that they are able to retrieve a hidden object. However, when their frontal lobe is lesioned, they are no longer able to carry out this task successfully (21). Diamond et al. (22) found there were similarities in the pattern of the performance on the DR and AB tasks in primates. Infant monkeys with lesions of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex showed errors at delays of 2 s and random or deteriorated performance at delays of 10 s on the AB task, despite their extensive preoperative training and their excellent performance with delays of 12 s before surgery. No recovery of performance occurred in the weeks following surgery (22). In addition, monkeys with dorsolateral prefrontal cortex lesions had poorer performance on the AB task than monkeys with lesions to the hippocampus formation.

Given the evidence of a link between the DR task and the prefrontal cortex and the similarities in performance on the DR and AB task in primates, Diamond (23) suggested that the performance of human infants on the AB task may also be governed by the prefrontal cortex. If this is the case, the prefrontal cortex (which had been thought to be dormant in infancy) must be operating if only at a rudimentary level. Further support for this hypothesis came from a study by Diamond and Doar (18), which showed that human infants and infant monkeys display a similar progressive increase in successful performance on AB and DR tasks although at somewhat different ages. Human infants begin to carry out these tasks successfully at 7.5–8 months of age and show improvement in performance up to about 12 months of age, whereas infant monkeys begin to carry out the task at 1.5 months and show improvement up to 2.5 months. It was suggested that these advances may be due at least to maturational changes in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and proliferation of callosal connections between the supplementary motor areas of the left and right hemisphere (21). Although the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is not fully mature in human infants of 7–12 months, it appears that at this age, it has reached a level of maturity where it can support some critical cognitive functions.

The measurement of frontal scalp-recorded electroencephalograms (EEG) has given more credence to the relationship between the frontal cortex and performance on the AB task in human infants. Bell and Fox (24) were able to demonstrate a relationship between individual differences in frontal brain electrical activity, as shown in EEG recordings and performance on the AB task. Infants at 8 months of age who succeeded on the AB task exhibited greater power values in the frontal EEG during baseline recordings than infants who were unable to do the task (24, 25). Additional evidence for the importance of prefrontal cortex maturation for the development of EF abilities has come from studies of children with phenylketonuria (26). Even when treated, this genetically transmitted error of metabolism can have the specific consequence of reducing the levels of the neurotransmitter dopamine in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. This results in impaired performance on tasks thought to measure EF, such as the AB task. Thus, both electrophysiological and behavioral data provide support for the relation between the development of the prefrontal cortex and the emergence of EF in the first year of life.

Preterm birth and prefrontal cortex deficits

As the prefrontal cortex is one of the last regions of the central nervous system to undergo full myelination and is consequently one of the most immature parts of the brain at birth, any hazardous events may have a particularly detrimental effect on its development. The foundation for later brain development is established in the early years; however, the rapid pace and broad scope of early brain growth means that the immature brain is a vulnerable organ. Fetuses of 22–32 weeks of gestation are now viable if cared for in intensive care nurseries. The brain at this point in development is a thin shell of tissue surrounding the cerebral ventricles. Neuroimaging studies using magnetic resonance imaging technique have shown a significant association between brain volumes and gestational age at birth, suggesting that brain development is associated with the degree of fetal immaturity when the transition from intrauterine to extrauterine life occurs. This transition may profoundly disrupt fetal brain development in preterm infants. However, brain development in preterm infants is imperiled not only by exposure to stressful physiological changes, which it is ill-prepared for, in the transition from intrauterine to extrauterine environment but also by medical complications and maternal distress during and after birth.

During this important maturation process in the first year of life, any damage or disturbance to the development of the prefrontal cortex due to disease, trauma, or conditions associated with perinatal risk factors (i.e., extremely low birthweight, shorter gestation age, and medical complications) may therefore lead to executive dysfunction. Diamond and Goldman-Rakic (27) used animal models to examine whether lesions of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex would have the same effect on infant monkeys as on adult monkeys. Two of the infant rhesus monkeys were tested longitudinally on the AB and the DR tasks. They received bilateral lesions of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex at 5.5 months. They were then tested on the AB task at 6 months. The findings showed that the infant monkeys that had the prefrontal lesions displayed poorer performance on the AB task than their age-mates who...
did not have the prefrontal lesions. The lesions produced the same effect in infant monkeys as they did in adult monkeys with prefrontal lesions: they all reached incorrectly when the delay increased to 2–5 s after the toy changed to the new hiding position.

The prefrontal cortex of infants who are born preterm is even more immature and prone to damage from the multitude of adverse medical complications to which these frail infants may be exposed. Lesions or atypical development of the prefrontal cortex occurring as a consequence of these hazardous events may have a detrimental effect on the development of EF, which may have long-term consequences in terms of learning difficulties at school age. Indeed, it has been found that children born preterm are at an increased risk for neurodevelopmental disorders when they reach school age, and it has been suggested that this may be due to early abnormality in the development of the prefrontal cortex and consequently of executive dysfunction (28).

A range of different brain injuries are associated with premature birth that could affect neuropsychological outcomes. Large fluctuations in blood pressure in immature vessels can lead to hemorrhage in the germinal matrix. This may result in intraventricular hemorrhage and ventricular dilatation. Back pressure venous infarction may then occur, leading to a range of focal white and gray matter injuries, frequently associated with the later development of CP. Fluctuations in brain perfusion may also lead to “watershed injury” in the periventricular white matter [periventricular leukomalacia (PVL)] (29), which too may be associated with CP in a proportion of cases. PVL is seen in 1%–3% of preterm infants (30, 31). Mortality in preterm infants with PVL ranges between 30% and 60% (31). Although mortality has decreased during the last years, PVL is still considered a disastrous lesion and is associated with adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes with motor, perceptual, and cognitive deficits (32, 33).

**EF in preterm infants**

Damage to the prefrontal lobe due to trauma and disease in infancy may have lifelong effects on EF abilities and may cause neurodevelopmental disorders during school years (4, 34, 35). In comparison with adults, childhood frontal lobe lesions produce a more pervasive impairment, interfering with the acquisition of age-appropriate EF skills. Most studies on the relationship between EF development and frontal lobe damage in children are based on older children (11, 36). However, a recent case study by Anderson et al. (37) reported that an infant who had right frontal region damage at 3 months showed severe learning difficulties and behavioral problems at school and failure in career development in adulthood despite average intelligence (as measured by traditional intelligence tests at school age and during adulthood). The study found that the impairments largely reflected a failure to develop specific EFs, such as the ability to adapt to new situations, inhibit prepotent responses, and plan a sequence of actions to achieve a designated goal. These findings are consistent with the notion that early damage to prefrontal regions can lead to severe disruption of EF, although not significantly affecting many aspects tapped by standard intelligence tests. They also suggest that the prefrontal cortex may have limited neuronal plasticity, which contributes to executive dysfunction if the damage occurs early. This may be due to disruption to the laying down of the neural architectures, which are viewed as the foundation of cognitive development. A detailed examination of the relationship between prefrontal cortex development and the development of EF in a large sample of human infants has not been possible because of the relative lack of obvious prefrontal lesions in infants and the expense and lack of availability of neural imaging technology.

The development of EF as reflected in working memory, inhibition, and planning is age related. Infants at 7–8 months of age start to display the ability to hold information in mind, inhibit prepotent and irrelevant responses, and execute and plan a course of action. These abilities continue to develop rapidly during childhood and adolescence. Any abnormality of the development of EF during this growth period may result in enduring neurodevelopment disorders. A number of investigators have proposed that neurodevelopmental disorders identified in preterm children are linked to impairments of one or more of the components of EF (4, 8, 38).

**Deficits of working memory**

Working memory, one of the major components of EF, develops at 8–12 months of age. Likewise, in a study of children at 23 and 66 months of age, the older children were found to have better performance on the delayed alternation task than the younger children (39), indicating continued improvement in working memory. Swanson (40) studied an even older age group (6–76 years of age) and found that performance on working memory tasks improved from 6 to 24 years of age and then gradually started to decline at around the age of 35 years. This suggests that working memory continues to improve throughout childhood and into young adulthood (40, 41).

Performance on achievement measures of both reading and mathematics has been found to be associated with measures of both verbal and non-verbal working memory ability (40). Preterm infants aged 8–10 months have been found to have poorer performance than full-term counterparts in working memory as measured by A×B task (42). Similarly, preterm children with learning difficulties and low academic achievement at school age have been found to have visual-spatial working memory and verbal working memory deficits (43). For example, problem solving of mathematical word problems is a complex task that requires numerous cognitive operations, such as comprehension, reasoning, and calculation. Prabhakaran et al. (44) suggested that multiple calculations with intermediate steps (e.g., $981 \times 87$) are dependent upon frontal lobe functioning. This may be due to an increase in working memory demands necessary for maintenance and manipulation of intermediate steps while problem solving. Verbal working memory is particularly important for the storage and rehearsal of speech-based verbal information and
has been found to play a specialized role in reading compreh- 

sion (45). Impaired memory for digit span and non-word repetition, which measure verbal working memory, has been associated with learning difficulties in preterm children (43). The sense of past and future, afforded by working memory, gives the individual the capacity to understand the content in learning. However, preterm children with neurodevelopmental disorders have difficulty holding events in working memory (43), and consequently, they are less able to formulate future plans than to respond to present events and less able to generate and select response options.

**Deficits of inhibition**

The ability to inhibit a prepotent response is also age related and, like working memory, is first demonstrated at about 7–12 months of age (18), with improvements occurring between 18 and 30 months (46) in the primary school years (6–12 years) and again in young adults (18–29 years) (47). According to Barkley (48), deficient inhibition refers to impulsive acts or acting without thinking about the consequences. He described three components of inhibition, namely, inhibition of a prepotent response, interruption of an ongoing response, and inhibition of interference from external stimuli. It has been found that preterm children with learning difficulties also frequently have attention deficits. In a population-based epidemiological study, it has been found that preterm children had attention deficits (49). Preterm children have been found consistently to have deficits in all three aspects of inhibition (7, 50, 51). This impairs the ability of children with learning difficulties or attention deficits to engage in other appropriate and more timely activities. Consequently, these children miss out opportunities to learn. Tasks assessing inhibition typically require an inappropriate response to be inhibited and irrelevant stimulus to be ignored. In a number of inhibition tasks, such as the Go/No-Go task (52) and the Stroop Word-Color Test (53), and Walk not Walk task, preterm children showed poorer performance than typically developing children (54, 55).

**Deficits of planning**

Sun et al. (17, 42) found that planning ability similarly emerges in infants at 7–8 months of age, and Chen et al. (56) showed that children at 13 months of age were able to plan and execute the necessary course of action to solve age-appropriate problems and use flexibility in the choice of strategies to solve the problems. Bauer et al. (57) reported that at 18–27 months of age, children had developed the ability to represent the goal state of a problem and to plan, monitor, and execute a course of action necessary to achieve it. The planning tasks used with children under 2 years of age typically require them to remove an obstacle to attain a goal. Older children are usually required to generate a path to a goal. For example, the Tower of Hanoi, which requires children to plan a course of action to reach the goal state, has been used with children from 3 years of age, with marked improvements in performance being observed from the ages of 3 to 12 years, when adult levels of performance are achieved (41, 58).

Performance on planning tasks has been found to correlate significantly with arithmetic computation and written composition test scores (59, 60). Planning involves the delineation of steps or sequences, both cognitive and behavioral, that the individual will follow during the course of action (57, 61). Problems with planning may manifest as difficulty sequencing information in temporal order, which may affect syntax of verbal expression and composition in writing, leading to low school achievement in these areas.

Planning also involves the application of systematic strategies rather than trial-and-error responses in reaching the goal (62). Strategies can be used to guide behavior more efficiently and effectively. Such strategies are often critical to managing complex work or problem-solving tasks, particularly where subsets of strategy-guided behavior must be organized into a larger hierarchy to accomplish tasks or goals. Like patients with frontal lobe injuries who are often found to be deficient in task performances because of poor utilization of strategies (63), preterm children with neurodevelopmental disorders have been found to be deficient in the formulation and application of strategies (64).

Tasks assessing planning typically require a sequence of steps to be planned, executed, monitored, and revised in advance of action. The Tower of London and Tower of Hanoi tasks, which are classic tasks for the assessment of planning, require the planning of a series of moves, which are constrained by the rules of the task, in order to move from the start state to the required end state. Preterm children with learning difficulties have been found to have longer latencies (planning time) before commencing on Tower of London problems (65).

**Early assessment of EF**

As early brain insult would have long-term implications for neurobehavioral outcome in preterm born infants and the neurodevelopmental disorders are related to the deficits of EF, early identification EF deficits in this population is crucial to inform early intervention and prevention practice. Historically, the assessment of EF in infants was thought impossible. However, recent neuropsychological research has suggested that the AB task and infant planning tasks (17) provide avenues for research on working memory, inhibition of prepotent responses, inhibition of distraction, and planning, which are considered to be components of EF. Similar to the assessment of EF for adults and older children, the assessment of EF in infants also requires working memory, inhibition, and planning. It has been found that the AB task and planning tasks in infants require these components of EF (17, 27, 61, 66).

**AB tasks**

In addition to being able to mentally represent the object, the following abilities are required for infants to carry out the AB task successfully: [1] memory of the object’s hiding location; [2] inhibition of the prepotent response to the previously
correct location; and [3] inhibition of interference from external stimuli (23). Hence, completion of this task clearly requires components of EF, and it could therefore be regarded as a suitable means of assessing EF in human infants.

Working memory for the location of a hidden object

Performance on AB tasks may reflect the emergence of working memory (23, 67). The evidence that strongly supports this is Diamond’s (68) finding that performance on the AB task deteriorated with increasing delay between the time when the object was hidden and the time when the infant was allowed to search. This suggests that the memory of the hidden object becomes progressively weaker when the delay increases. The maximum time delay for correct object location in the AB task has been found to be 2 s for those aged 7–8 months, 5 s at 9 months, and 10 s at 12 months (21). At each age, if the delay is reduced by 2–3 s, infants will reach correctly whether the toy is hidden at the first retrieval position or changed to another location. If the delay is increased by 2–3 s, they err even on location A. At all ages, infants’ performances improve if they are allowed to strain toward the correct location during the delay (18). It seems that finding a hidden object in position A mostly requires working memory, and increasing the delay time between hiding and retrieval increases the difficulty of the task for infants.

Inhibition of prepotent responses

Several researchers (69, 70) have suggested that a combination of working memory deficits and inability to inhibit repetition of a previously rewarded response causes AB errors. Diamond suggested that the AB task sets up a conflict between the ability to use working memory to guide behavior and a conditioned behavioral tendency to repeat a rewarded response when the object has been hidden at location B. Success at location A strengthens the tendency to reach to it by reinforcing this place response and/or establishing a mental set for this response. The more frequently this response is reinforced, the stronger the response tendency becomes. Infants of 8–12 months make AB errors because they fail to resist the “reinforced habit” to repeat the previously successful responses at location A. This is evident from the study in which transparent occluders A and B were used, and infants still made AB errors although less frequently than when the occluders were opaque (71). Thus, the learned habit seems at times to be stronger than even the attraction of the object.

Reaching to a previously rewarded location (location A) requires only working memory, but reaching to a new location (location B) requires both working memory and inhibition of the incorrect prepotent response, making the task more difficult and therefore more prone to errors. It is suggested that as the strength of the prepotent response increases because of repeated reinforcement, the ability to inhibit it must also increase if a correct response is to be made to a new location (72).

Inhibiting distraction from external stimuli

Interference control, or resistance to distraction, is defined by Barkley (49, p. 74) as the ability to “inhibit responding to sources of interference while engaged in another task requiring self-control or while delaying a response”. Whether or not distracters disrupt task performance depends upon the strength of the distracter and the potency of the response likely to be elicited by it (48). In the AB task, when a delay time is imposed between hiding and retrieval, external stimuli, such as the cover that is used to hide the object, may act as a distracter that interferes with the performance of the task. Few studies have, however, examined infants’ ability to inhibit attention to distracter stimuli.

In summary, the analysis of performance on the AB task shows the importance of EF in completing this task. There is agreement that the EF abilities required to successfully carry out the AB task are working memory and inhibition of the prepotent response, and consequently, most studies have focused on these factors (68, 69). It seems that inhibition to distraction from external stimuli is also required to conduct the AB task, and few studies have examined this aspect of inhibition.

Planning task

The majority of research on planning by infants is based on their ability to negotiate means-ends problems that require overcoming obstacles to reach observable goals. For example, Sun et al. (17, 42) used a one-step planning task in which infants were presented with a desired toy that was just out of their reach on the far end of a cloth. In order to reach the goal (toy), the infants had to pull the cloth. Infants younger than 6 months of age showed behavior that was neither intentional nor goal directed. For example, they often ignored the goal object or appeared surprised when they eventually noticed it (61).

At 7–8 months, infants were able to sequence the necessary steps to get the toy showing planned, goal-directed action. By 10 months, infants were found to be able to solve more complex problems involving a sequence of two subgoals. For example, a two-step planning task used by Willatts and Rosie (73) required the infants to remove a barrier to gain access to a cloth and then pull the cloth to bring the toy within reach. Infants at 10 months had the capacity to conceptualize the goal of retrieving the toy and could achieve the subgoals of removing the barrier and pulling the cloth to bring the toy within reach so that it could be grasped. At 12 months, they could extend and chain simple means-ends skills in a three-step problem-solving task that required the removal of a barrier to gain access to a cloth, pulling the cloth to retrieve a string, and then pulling the string to bring the toy within reach (74). Infants show steady improvements in their ability to order their actions and to make either reaching or crawling detours when faced with barriers, so that they show flexibility in sequencing their actions and are able to create longer chains of temporally sequenced actions in order to obtain a desired goal (75, 76).
In a cross-sectional study, Chen et al. (56) compared groups of infants at 10 and 13 months on a more complex planning task. The task that they used was somewhat different from that used by Willatts and Rosie (74). In this task, a barrier was put in front of two pieces of cloth, each of which had a string on it. A toy was attached to one string but not to the other. The infant needed to remove the barrier, pull the relevant cloth, and then pull the string to bring the toy within reach. The solution to the problem required choosing the correct subgoal, such as selecting the relevant cloth in order to retrieve the toy. As suggested by Willatts (77), the planning task is more difficult when the infant must initially choose between two subgoals, which determine the achievement of later ones. For example, if the infant chooses the irrelevant cloth (i.e., the one with a string that is not attached to the toy), then no further action will be possible and the problem will remain unsolved. However, if the correct subgoal (i.e., correct cloth) is selected, then the infant can proceed to the next subgoal and will solve the problem. The ability to order a preferred sequence of actions in anticipation of goal conflict necessarily involves planning, which includes mentally representing the effects of first attempting to achieve each subgoal, noticing the conflict of two identical subgoals, (such as two cloths), and finding the solution in advance of any action and without feedback. Findings in the study by Chen et al. (56) showed that infants at both 10 and 13 months used a more or less trial-and-error approach and did not show any planned and intentional actions for the first trial because they could not detect the critical subgoal conflict. However, the performance of the 13-month infant group improved after modeling a solution, suggesting they recognized and understood the conflict even though they failed to plan how to avoid it. Willatts further suggested that the acquisition of this complex means-end strategy starts to develop after 12 months and continues well beyond the period of infancy. Cognitive tasks involving means-end problem solving, which is clearly planned intentionally with a goal in mind, have enabled the planning components of EF to be examined in infants.

Because planning tasks involve a number of steps, there are opportunities for distracters to intervene and disrupt performance. Whether or not this occurs is likely to depend upon the power of the distracter, the level of prepotency of the response elicited by the distracting object or event, and conflict between the subgoal and the goal (48, 61). In the one-step planning task, Willatts (61) found that although 6-month-old infants were initially fixated on the toy, they often looked away, got fixated on the cloth, picked it up, and played with it. Thus, the immediate or closest stimulus, which is the cloth, acted as a distracter that interfered with the performance of the planning task. However, by 7–8 months, infants planned in advance and inhibited distractions in order to sequence the steps and achieve the goal, such as retrieval of the toy. Clearly, completion of a planning task requires not only planning but also inhibition of distraction from external stimuli.

Conclusions

In summary, EF develops rapidly in childhood, with the components of working memory, inhibition, and planning emerging in infancy and improving steadily in the second half of the first year of life. Developmental problems with EF have been shown to underlie neurodevelopmental disorders including learning difficulties and attention deficits in children, and these problems are particularly common in children born preterm. Early assessment of these problems is critical to successful interventions to promote normal development of EF. The use of AB and planning tasks that require components of working memory, inhibition, and planning make early identification of EF deficits in this population possible and can therefore inform early intervention and prevention practice.
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